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Abstract 
We consider the Hopfield model with a finite number of randomly chosen patterns above and 
below the critical temperature and prove an almost sure conditional central imit theorem for the 
vector of overlap parameters. For this purpose we analyse the almost sure asymptotic behaviour 
of the partition function. 
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1. Introduction and results 
To describe the Hopfield model, we denote by p E ~ the fixed number of so-called 
patterns and by 
1 
p 
~i ~tritrj, n C [~, (1.1) 
~/.(~, ¢ )=-~n y ]  ~ ~ 
#=1 i,j=l 
the Hamiltonian of the Hopfield model, where (ai)ie{1,...,,} with values in { -1 ,  1} n is 
the spin configuration which models the neural activities, and (¢~u)i e { 1,...~} with values in 
{ -  1, 1 }" is the codification of the #th pattern. All these random variables are assumed 
to be independent and identically distributed with P(ffi -~ 1) = 1 = p(~/u = 1). Let 
¢i -- (~], . . . ,  ~P) be the vector consisting of the ith components of the p patterns, and 
1 x x~p't®N let { = ({i)ie~. We denote by PC = ((½6-1 + ~, l )  ) the marginal distribution of 
and, similarly, by P ,  = (½6-1 + ½51) ®~ the marginal distribution of tr = (tri)i~N. 
With the help of the vector of overlap parameters 
ls.(~, 3) = n 
i=1 
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the Hamiltonian (1.1) can be rewritten in the following convenient form: 
n 1 ~)~. 
H,(a,~) = -~ Sn(a, 
For simplicity, we will drop the explicit dependence on a and ~ whenever no confusion 
may arise. So we will write S, instead of S,(a, {), for instance. Let /~ > 0 be the 
inverse temperature of the model and denote by Pn,#,¢ the finite-volume Gibbs measure 
given by 
dP,,~,~ = e-~lC"(~'OdP~/Zn,~,~, (1.2) 
where the partition function Z,,#,g is the appropriate normalization. Note that the case 
p = 1 corresponds to the Curie-Weiss model. 
The Hopfield model is a model of an associative memory based on artificial binary 
neurons as introduced by McCulloch and Pitts (1943). Hopfield (1982) introduced the 
notion of an energy function to the theory of artificial neural networks, thereby relat- 
ing their study to the one of spin systems in mathematical physics. In this context, 
the dynamics of the Hopfield model as a neural network corresponds to a Glauber 
single-spin dynamics on the set of spin configurations {-1, 1 }". In Amit et al. (1985) 
a generalized Glauber single-spin dynamics at finite temperature 1/~ was introduced, 
governed by the Hamiltonian (1.1). This dynamics describes a reversible, irreducible 
Markov process, which converges for arbitrary initial spin configuration to its equilib- 
rium distribution (1.2). 
We are interested in the behaviour of the Gibbs measures P,,~,~ as n tends to infinity. 
The partition function Z,,~,~ has been studied via the free energy 
lim 1 logZn,/~,¢- resp. lim E~ ( !  log Zn,/~,~), 
n- - *~ n n 
cf. Albeverio et al. (1992) and the references given there. 
Since the Hopfield model is related to the Curie-Weiss model it is helpful to 
introduce some notations concerning the latter. We denote by z+(/~) the largest (resp. 
smallest) solution z E (-1, 1) of the Curie-Weiss equation flz = artanhz. Recall that 
the free energy in the Curie-Weiss model equals 
fcw(fl) = ~z+(fl) 2- I(z±(fl)), 
where 
S ½(1 +z)log(1 +z)+ ½(1 - z)log(1 - z )  for Izl ~<1, 
I(z) 
L c~z otherwise, 
denotes the rate function which governs the large deviations of the spin per site in the 
Curie-Weiss model, cf. Ellis (1985, Section IV.4). To extend the definition of z+(/~) 
to the case of a so-called external magnetic field of strength ¢ 0, let z(~,h) denote 
the unique solution z E ( -  1, 1) of ~z + h = artanh z, which satisfies ign z = sign h. 
In addition, we extend the notation fcw(]~) for the free energy in the Curie-Weiss 
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model by defining 
~z(fl, h) e + hz(fl, h) - l(z(fl, h)) if h # 0, 
f fw(fl, h) [ fcw(f l )  otherwise. 
Consider now the distribution of the vector of overlap parameters under the Gibbs 
measure determined by the inverse temperature fl and the Hamiltonian 
-- ~iffi, = ~ ~j a~aj h nn,h,l((T,¢) _~n Z p # 1 
#=1 i,j-1 i=1 
where h # 0 and ¢t is the preferred pattern. In Bovier et al. (1994), the weak conver- 
gence of these distributions as n ~ oo and h ---+ 0+ afterwards to the Dirac measure 
concentrated in z+(fl)et is shown for Pc-almost all 4. Since the authors allow the 
number of patterns p to depend on n in a non-decreasing way satisfying pin --+ O, el 
denotes the lth unit vector in R p resp. R~. Note that z±(fl) = 0 for fl<~[3c = 1, which 
implies uniqueness of the limiting measure. 
Considering this result, it is natural to ask for the fluctuations of the overlap parame- 
ters around z+(fl)el as n ---+ <xz. There are two possibilities to select a preferred pattern. 
In Theorem 1.1, we consider the unbiased Hamiltonian (1.1) and treat the fluctuations 
under the condition that the vector of overlap parameters is already in a neighbour- 
hood of z+(fl)et. Alternatively, the preferred pattern can be chosen by introducing an 
external magnetic field, which is in the spirit of Bovier et al. (1994). The latter case 
is treated in Corollary 1.7. 
To state the central limit theorem in the above-mentioned settings, we need some 
additional notations. Let vl . . . . .  Vd be an enumeration of the set { -1 ,  1} p, where d = 
2 p. For every k E {1 . . . . .  d}, let 
Nff(4) : ~ I{~}(~i) 
i=I 
count the number of those 41 . . . . .  4n which attain the value vk. In the sequel, the 
deviation 
A~(4 ) _ Nff(~) 1 
n d (1.3) 
of the relative frequency N~/n from its mean lid will play an important r61e. Define 
the (p  x p)-matrix 
d 
n T ~"(4) = ~ Ak(~) VkVk. 
k=l  
We denote by el . . . . .  ep the unit vectors in •P, and set e- t  = -e l  for l c {1 . . . . .  p}. 
For convenience, let us introduce the index set L with L = [ -p ,  p] A 7/ \  {0} in the 
case fl > tic, and L = {1}, otherwise. Define 2t = z+(fl)et for all l E L. 
Now we are ready to state our main result, a P~-almost sure central limit theorem for 
the overlap parameters. For fl > tic the centring consists not only of the deterministic 
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Fig. 1. The variance of the limiting Gaussian fluctuations ofan overlap arameter in the Hopfield model as 
a function of the inverse temperature 
vector 2t as the above-mentioned result from Bovier et al. (1994) may suggest, but 
includes a refined l-dependent correction. 
Theorem 1.1. Let fl ~ tic, h = O, and fix e E (0, lz+(fl)) in the case fl > tic and 
e > 0 arbitrary otherwise. Let l E L. Then, for Pc-almost all ~, the measures 
1 ~n)2t] E .  S" -2 t  <e) (1 .4 )  
P",'.¢ (v / -n [~-  ( Ida" -~ l _ f l ( l _z+( f l )2 )  -~ 
converoe weakly as n tends to infinity towards a Gaussian distribution on •P with 
mean zero and covariance matrix C# = c# IdRp, where 
1 - z+(#)  2 
c# ----- 1 - fl(1 - z+(fl) z) 
is the variance of the limitin9 fluctuations in the correspondin9 Curie-Weiss model. 
Remark 1.2. (a) Lemma 2.1 in Section 2 proves that 1 - fl(1 - z+(fl) 2) > 0 and 
Fig. 1 shows a graph of  the map fl ~ c& 
(b) For fl < fie the theorem reduces to 
which yields 
Pn,#,¢ kX/~ j
as an immediate consequence of Remark 1.4(b) below. 
(c) Note that the fluctuations of the spin per site in the Curie-Weiss model, which 
corresponds to the overlap parameters in our model, are non-Gaussian at the critical 
inverse temperature fie = 1 (cf. Ellis, 1985, Theorem V.9.5). 
(d) The condition e < ½z+(fl) in the case fl > fie assures that the 2p  balls of  radius 
e with centres 21, l E L, are disjoint. 
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1 (e) Let el = e2 = g and en = ((1/n)loglogn) 1/2 for n~>3. In the proof of the 
theorem we will see that the central imit theorem holds for all ~ E --, where 
-Z = liminf{ ~ E ({-1, 1}P) ~ " [IA"(~)II ~<2e,/v~ }. 
11 "---~ OO 
Lemma 2.2 below shows that PC(E) = 1. 
The following proposition is needed for the proof of Theorem 1.1. It is stated here 
because it is of interest of its own. 
Proposition 1.3. Let fl # tic, h = O, and 6 E (0, ½). 
(a) For all 4 E E the partition function satisfies 
Zn,fl, ¢ = [1 - fl(1 - z+(fl)2)]--p/2 enfcw(fl) 
1 )ll~%llZ}[ 1 + (.9(n_~) ] × Eexp{n~ 1- f l (1 -z+( f l )  2 
lEL 
as n ---~ cxz 
(b) Choose e > 0 as in Theorem 1.1 and let l E L. Then, for all 4 E E, 
Pn, l~,~( ~f f -2 !  < e) 
-- 1 [l _ fl(l _ z+(fl)2)]-P/2enfcw(IJ) 
1 n 2 
expl, 21 - f l (1 -z  ( f l ) )  x - + 2 lIE 2tll }[1 +(9(n-~)] 
as n --* oo. 
Remark 1.4. (a) Note that the error terms in the above proposition depend on 6 and 
in the following way: For all 6 E (0, ½) and all 4 E E, there exist a constant 
C(6, 4) > 0 and an no(f, 4) E N such that the corresponding error term is bounded by 
C(6,4)n -~ for all n>/no(~,4). 
(b) For fl < tic, the proposition states that 
Zn,#,¢ = [1 - fl]--p/2 [1 -[- e (n -6 ) ]  
and 
Pn,/~,¢( ~ < e)=1 +(.0(n -a) 
for all 6 E (0, ½) and all 4 E E. 
The proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.3 will be given in Section 2, while in 
Section 3 we will study the asymptotic behaviour of integrals of the type 
fexp{n[~ Snn 2+(~'he l+~n) ]}  dP~r' (1.5) 
where fl > 0, h>~0 with (fl, h) ~ (tic, O) and y E •P are allowed to depend on n in 
a rather estrictive way. This dependence is needed in the proof of Proposition 1.3(b). 
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To investigate the integral (1.5), we will transform it with the help of  a Gaussian 
integration in such a way that the summation over tr E {--1, 1 }" can be carded out. 
This provides us with a situation, where Laplace's method can be applied, although 
there arise n-dependent terms which need to be handled with care. For multiple use in 
Section 2, we will state the result of these calculations below. 
The central imit theorem and Proposition 1.3 as well as the following results for the 
case where an external magnetic field is present will be proved for a fixed number of 
patterns p only. The treatment of the case where the number p of patterns increases 
with the system size n is more delicate and requires refined proofs. For increasing p, 
the influence of the random patterns cannot be controlled by the law of the iterated 
logarithm anymore and Laplace's method has to be applied in an infinite-dimensional 
setting. We will treat this generalization i subsequent work, see Gentz (1996) for the 
case where p -- p(n) may increase to infinity subject to the restriction p(n)2/n ~ 0 
as n ---~ oo. 
Lemma 1.5. Fix l E { -p  . . . . .  -1 ,1  . . . . .  p}, ~ > O, h>~O with (fl, h) 7 ~ (tic, O) and 
6 E (0,½). Let [3~ T fl with 0 < fin < fl and fin ~ tic for all n E ~, and let 
h~ = (f l - /~,)z+(]~) J. h = O for all n E ~. Alternatively, let fl, = [3 and hn = h>~O 
for all n E ~. Let furthermore Yn E g~P with Ily.l[ <~ yoc. for some Yo > O. Then, 
for all ~ E ~, 
fexp{n[~ 2q-(~,hnelq-Yn)]}de a 
___ [ l _ f ln ( l _z2) ] -P /2exp{n[ fcw( f ln ,h , ) _  1 2 ~n [[yn[ ]}  [1 + (9(n-6)] 
1 y. Enzev 2 n(zev, yn)~ × Zexp{n~nl_ [3n( l _z2  ) ~n + + (1.6) J 
vELo 
as n ~ oo, where 
Lo={L i fhn=OVnE~,  and z={ z+(/~) i fh .=OVnE~,  
{ l} otherwise z([3., hn) otherwise. 
Remark 1.6. (a) Note that in the case fl > fie the definition hn = (fl - fln)z+(fl) is 
equivalent to the condition z(fln, h,) = z+(fl), and that h~ = 0, otherwise. Furthermore, 
keep in mind that z = z(fl, h) in the case hn = h > 0 for all n E ~, and z = z+(fl) 
otherwise. 
(b) Lemma 2.1 shows that 1 - fl~(1 - z  2) > 0. 
Corollary 1.7. For fl > O, h > 0 and l E { -p  . . . . .  --1, 1 . . . . .  p} consider the HopfieM 
Hamiltonian with inverse temperature fl and external magnetic field her. Let 
dPn'fl'hel,~ Zn, fl, hel,~ 
denote the corresponding finite-volume Gibbs measure, where Zn, fl, het, ~ is the appro- 
priate normalization. Then the overlap parameters atisfy for all ~ E = a central 
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limit theorem with respect to Pn,#,het,~, namely the measures 
1 . ,En]z(fl, h)et]) -1, Pn'fl'hel'~(V~[~ -- ( Id~p q- 1--fl(1-z(fl, h) z) ,i 3 
defined for  all measurable A C ~P by 
1 z h 2 En)z (~,h)e l ] )  -1 Pn'~'hel'~-(v/n[~ - ( IdRp ~- 1 - - f l (1 - ( f l , )  ) (a )  
1 Z ,h 2 -~n)z(~,h)el] EA) ,  :Pn,[3,hel,~(V/n[~ - (Id~p-~ l - /~(1 -  ( /~) )  
converoe weakly as n tends to infinity towards a Gaussian distribution with mean 
zero and covariance matrix 
1 - z (~,  h )  2 
1 - ~(1 - z (~,h)  2) 
Id~p . 
Proof. To derive the corollary from Lemma 1.5, it suffices to consider the Laplace 
transforms, because { ~P ~ ,~ ~ exp(2, y) E ~ • y E [~P } is a convergence determining 
class of functions; see Martin-L6f (1973, Lemma C1). [] 
2. Proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.3 
The following lemma shows that the covariance matrices in Theorem 1.1 and Corol- 
lary 1.7 are well-defined. 
Lemma 2.1. Let fl > O, h >i 0 with (fl, h) ¢ ([3c, 0), and let z =- z+(fl), i f  h = O, and 
z = z(fl, h), otherwise. Then 1 - fl(1 - z 2) > 0. 
Proof. Let us assume the contrary, i.e. f l~(1 - z2)  -1. Then v = artanhz satisfies 
Z 
v = fiz + h >~ ~_  z2 + h = tanh v cosh2 v + h >~v + h, 
where we used cosh 2 artanhz = (1 - z2)  -1. This estimate implies that h = 0 and v = 0, 
because the last inequality is strict for v > 0. But v = 0 cannot be the case unless 
z = 0 and fl < tic = 1 which contradicts our assumption. [] 
Proposition 1.3(a) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.5 (choose /~n = /~, 
hn = 0, and y, = 0). For the proof of part (b) of  the same proposition, we will need 
an estimate on ~n. For this purpose, we will first derive an estimate on the vector A n 
via the law of the iterated logarithm. 
Lemma 2.2. For P~-almost all ~ there exists an n(~) E ~ such that the estimate 
NA"(~)II <~2c,/x/-d holds for all n >~n(~), where the sequence (e,),e• is defined as in 
Remark 1.2(e). 
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Remark 2.3. The statement of the above lemma is equivalent o PC(E) = 1, where E 
is defined as in Remark 1.2(e). 
Proof. Let C(~) denote the set of accumulation points of (An(~)/(v~en))neN. Since 
nA n is the sum of n independent identically distributed mean zero random variables, 
we can apply the law of the iterated logarithm (cf. Kuelbs, 1976, Example, p. 266, 
Theorem 4.1) which yields P¢(C(~) = K)  = 1, where K denotes the closed unit ball 
in the range ~ of the linear operator 
(~d). ~ f ~ S f  = E¢(A1/(Z2xl)) E R a 
with respect o the norm given on ~ by IIISfrll = = E¢( f2(A 1 )). Because A 1 takes values 
in the hyperplane ~ = { y E R d : ~--]~ka=l Yk = 0 }, we know that ~ C ~.  On the other 
hand, S((dy, .)) -= y holds for all y C oct °. Therefore, ~/= At' and 
Illylll 2 = E~ ((dy, A 1)5) = (dy, S((dy, .))) = dllYll 2 
for all y E ~.  Hence, K = { y E At' : Ilyll 2 ~< 1/d ), which implies Lemma 2.2. [] 
Corollary 2.4. For all ~ E E, all n>>,n(~) and all 2 E Rn the followino estimate 
holds: 
Proof. By Schwarz's inequality, 
II~n(~),~ll < ~--~ I/X~(~)I II<~,Vk>vkll<~ll/Xnll <'~,vk)=llvkll 2 
k=l 
Since Ilvkll 2 --  p and 
d 
1 ~--~(,~, vk)2 = i1~11~ ' (2.1) 
k=l 
the corollary follows from Lemma 2.2. [] 
Fix 6 E (0, ½) and ~ E E for the remainder of this section. Next we will give: 
Proof  of Proposition 1.3(b). Fix l E L. First we will derive a lower estimate for the 
probabilities in question and then show that this estimate differs from an upper estimate 
by not more than a factor of 1 + C9(n-6). We have 
,').,. 
The second integral on the right-hand side is bounded by exp{-vrne212). To calculate 
the first integral, we use the definition of Pn,~,¢ and apply Lemma 1.5 with ft. = 
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[3 - l/x/-n , hn = z+([3)/x/-n, Yn = 0 and an auxiliary 6' E (6, ½). We restrict ourselves 
to n > fl-2, if fl < tic, and n > ([3- tic) -2, otherwise, to assure that fin > 0 and 
[3n ¢ fie. We find that the first integral equals 
1 [1-  [3n(1-z+([3)z)]-Pl:exp{nfcw([3n,h,,)-  11, ,11 Z,,,~,~ 
r n[3n 1 n 2 "lr 
× - + 2.11  ,~xll j~L l+(9(n -a ) J  • exp<l. 7 1-[3,,(1-z ([3)) 
Applying Corollary 2.4 and Proposition 1.3(a), we get the lower estimate 
P.,~,¢ n - 
~> 1 [1 - [3(1 -z+([3)2)]-P/2 en/CW(t~ ) 
Z,,~,~ 
× exp 1 - [3(1 - z+( [3 ) : )  I I r '% l l :  [1 + (2 .2 )  
By the above estimate and another application of Proposition 1.3(a) with 6 ~ in the 
place of 6, we have 
l>~ZPn,#g(  ~-2t  < e)~>l+(9(n-~'). (2.3) 
IcL 
According to Corollary 2.4, the right-hand sides of (2.2) for different I E L cannot 
differ by more than a factor of 
exp{ 2flPZ+([3)2~-ffO~-ff4-(fl--~l°g log n , , )[1 + (9(n -~ )] ~ (_9(n ~ -6). 
Together with (2.3), this implies that the lower estimate (2.2) cannot differ from an 
upper estimate, by more than a factor of 1 + (9(n-6). Hence, the proof of Proposi- 
tion 1.3(b) is complete. [] 
To prove the weak convergence stated in Theorem 1.1, we will use the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 2.5. I f  ¢p denotes the continuous density with respect to the Lebesgue measure 
of  a non-degenerate Gaussian distribution on R p, then { q ) ( . -  y)  • y E ~P } is a 
convergence determining class of  functions on ~P. 
Proof. Let Q and Qn for n c ~ be probability measures on ~P such that 
q~ * Qn(y) = qg(x - y) Qn(dx) , qg(x - y)  Q(dx) = ~p • Q(y) (2.4) 
for all y E NP, where • denotes the convolution. We want to show that (Qn)n~ 
converges weakly to Q. By Lfvy's continuity theorem (cf. Chung, 1974, Theorem 
6.3.2), it is sufficient o prove pointwise convergence of the Fourier transforms Qn of 
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Q~ to the corresponding Fourier transform Q of Q. For this purpose, note that the 
uniform continuity of q~ implies the equicontinuity of the family {~0 • Qn}ncs. Hence, 
the convergence ¢p* Qn ~ ~0 • Q is uniform on compact subsets of ~P. Because q~ • Q 
is a density of a probability measure, there exists, for any given e > 0, an open 
ball B in ~P such that f8 q9, Q(y)dy  _> 1 -e .  Choose n large enough to satisfy 
]q9 • Qn(y) - q9 • Q(y)I <- e/Vol(B) for all y in the compact set B. Then, we have the 
following estimate: 
IIq' * Qn - ¢P * QIIL, ~ f I~ o * Qn(y) - q~, O(y)l dy 
JB 
Since 
£ 
+ f ~o , Qn(y)dy + fBc~O , Q(y)dy.  
f f 
* Qn(y)dy~l  - Je tp * Q(y)dy  + J~ Igo * Qn(y) - go • Q(y)I dy, go 
we get I]q),Qn-q~,QllL ~_< 4e, which proves go,Qn ~ rp,Q in L1. This Ll-Convergence 
implies the pointwise convergence ~o"~Qn ~ go *~Q of the Fourier transforms. Now, 
go *~Qn = ~" 0n, g0 * Q = ~.  Q, and ~ vanishes nowhere. Therefore, On --* 
pointwise. [] 
With the help of the preceding lemma, we can proceed in the proof of Theorem 1.1 
the way we did to achieve the estimate (2.2). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Choose 7 E (0,fl) such that fl - 7 ¢ tic, and denote by tp the 
continuous density of the Gaussian distribution on ~P with mean zero and covariance 
matrix (1/7)Idap. Let Qn denote the measure given by (1.4). We want to prove weak 
convergence of (Qn)ncN to a Gaussian distribution Q with mean zero and covariance 
matrix C& According to Lemma 2.5, it is sufficient to show (2.4) for all y C ~P. Note 
that rp, Q is the convolution of two Gaussian distributions, therefore 
( (  )) {1(1 )1 } 
1 -p/2 -2  7 , yE  q~* Q(y) = 2n 7 + c# exp + c~ IlYll 2 ~P. (2.5) 
We want to show that ~p • Qn ~ q~ * Q pointwise. Therefore, we need to investigate 
q9 • Qn. As an abbreviation, we set 33 = y/x/~ + [1 - fl(1 - z+(fl)2)]-lZn2t. By the 
definition of Pn,#,¢, we have 
q9 * On(Y) 
( T ~ p/2 1 
~, )] 2+ 
× fexp{-}  x /~[~- (2 ,+ 33n -~ ~ 2}l{llS,/~_~dl<~)dP~. (2.6, 
By Corollary 2.4, there exists a constant Yo > 0 such that [[)~]]~<yoe, for all n E ~l. 
In particular, 1[33~[[ _< e/2 holds for all sufficiently large n. Therefore, the integral 
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in (2.6) can be rewritten as 
exp{--~[12/+ )3nl[ 2} fexp{n[~  2_{_ (~,~)(/~, _[_ f2n)) ]}dea 
+  (exp{ ' -~nc })Zn,#,¢. 
By an application of Lemma 1.5 (with fin = ~ - -  7, hn = 7z+(fl), and Yn = 7Yn) and 
a tedious but straightforward calculation using z ( f l -  7,Tz+(fl)) = z+(fl) in the case 
fl > fie, and z+(fl - 7) = z+(fl), otherwise, this proves to be equal to 
[1 - ( f l -  7)(1 - z+(fl)2)]-P/2enfcw([Oexp{ nfl l_ ii~%llZ} 
2 1- f l (1 z+(fl) z) 
7 -/~(1 -z+(/~) 2) ilyllZ} × exp{-5 [1 (9(n-6)] + 
+(9(exp{ -8neZ})Zn3,~. 
Returning to (2.6) and applying Proposition 1.3(b), we get 
- fl(1 - z+( f l )  2) J 
7 1 - f l (1 -z÷( f l )  2) ilyll2}[l+O(n_a)] × exp  2 
+(9(exp{-~n~2})(Pn,flg( ~-Z l  < C)) -1 
Since 
l _ fl(l _z+(3)2) (~ )-1 
7 1-(/~-7)(1-z+(/~)2) = +c~ , 
the proof is complete (cf. (2.5)) as soon as we have shown that the error term vanishes 
for n --+ oo. This can be seen by recalling Proposition 1.3 and Corollary 2.4. [] 
3. P roo f  o f  Lemma 1.5 
The aim of this section is to prove Lemma 1.5, which was the key to the proofs 
of Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.3. Recall that we want to investigate the asymptotic 
behaviour of 
fexp{n[~ ~ 2+(~,hnel+Yn)]}dP a. (3.1) 
As a first step, we will rewrite the integrand with the help of a Gaussian integration i  
such a way that the exponent's dependence on Sn becomes a linear one. This provides 
us with a situation where the expectation with respect to P~ can be calculated. Thereby, 
we reduce the study of (3.1) to the study of integrals of the type 
f~p exp{n~n(2)} d2, (3.2) 
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where ~n : •P ~ R depends on ~ and Yn. We will start by investigating a deterministic 
function ¢~ which is close to tp~ for almost all 4. The function ~ is given by 
1 ~-~ log cosh(2, vk) (3.3) ~'.(,~) = - I1,~ - hnez[[ 2+ ~ k=l  
and may be considered as the annealed free-energy functional in the Hopfield model, 
while (in the special case Yn = 0) ~ plays the r61e of the corresponding quenched 
free-energy functional. 
To study the integral (3.2) we employ Laplace's method. First, we will determine 
the set of maximizing points of ~n instead of those of tPn. Having found these points, 
we split the domain of integration i to three parts. The so-called outer region consists 
of all points bounded away from the set of maximizing points by a small but fixed 
radius. The inner region consists of balls with the maximizing points as centres. The 
radius of these balls is shrinking as n ---, oo. The intermediate r gion consists of the 
remaining domain. 
A crude estimate suffices to show that the outer region does not contribute to the 
asymptotic behaviour of (3.2). The treatment of the intermediate and the inner region is 
more delicate. It is based on a Taylor expansion of the integrand's exponent nkVn around 
the maximizing points of qb~. To achieve that the asymptotic behaviour is determined 
by the inner region exclusively, the radius of the shrinking balls has to be chosen 
carefully. Due to the influence of the random patterns, the usual way of choosing the 
radius proportional to n -1/2 does not seem to work. But choosing the shrinking radius 
proportional to n -~' with 6 ~ < ½ will suffice. 
3.1. Gaussian integration 
Fix now ~ E E for the whole section. As announced, we will start by rewriting the 
integrand in (1.6) with the help of a Gaussian integration: 
fexp{n[~ ~ 2+(~,hnel+Yn)]}dPa 
(nfln] p/2 f fex  [_nfln 
= k2n/  J Jap Pt 2 llAll2+[3n(A'S")+(S"'hnet+Y")} d2dP~" (3.4) 
Next, we apply Fubini's theorem and calculate the integral with respect o P~ using 
the identity 
n n 
E IIexp o:,  -- Ilcos x, 
~E{--1 ,1} n i=1 i=1 
with xi = (fin2 + hnet + Yn, ~i). By a change of variable which replaces the expression 
fin2 + hnet + y~ by 2 and using the definition (1.3), we find that the right-hand side 
of (3.4) equals 
n ,~p/2 I" Ja/exp{n~n(2)} d2, (3.5) 
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where 
d 
k~n(2) =--2-~-~ 112- (h,e, + y,)1]2 + Z(  1 + A~.)log cosh(2, vk). 
k=l 
We want to apply Laplace's method to calculate the integral (3.5). The terms in ~ 
depending on Yn and A~, respectively, will be considered as error terms and we will 
start by investigating ~Sn given by (3.3) instead of ~ .  
3.2. Investigation of ~n 
First, we need the set of all 2 E ~P maximizing fin. We will describe these 2 with 
the help of the corresponding one-dimensional problem. By the identity (2.1), we have 
1 d 1 
• = + 
Therefore, ~n attains its maximum if and only if each (J.,Vk) is chosen optimally-- 
provided such choices are possible. To show the existence of such choices of 2, we 
consider on ~ the one-dimensional mapping 
1 
U ~ 2fln(U -- (hnel, vk)) 2 + logcosh u, (3.6) 
where we distinguish three cases: 
(a) In the case h, > 0, the unique maximum of the mapping (3.6) is attained in 
u0 = artanhz(/~,, (hnel, vk) ) = (et, vk) artanhz(/~,,h,), where we used (el, vk) E {--1, 1}. 
Therefore, choosing all the scalar products (2, vk) optimally means solving the d linear 
equations 
(2 -  luolet, vk) = O, k c {1,.. . ,a}. (3.7) 
By (2.1), these equations are equivalent to 2 = ]uolet. 
(b) In the case h, = 0 and fl > tic, we know that/~, = r, and the mapping (3.6) has 
two maxima which are attained in u0 = + artanhz+(/~). Instead of the linear equations 
(3.7), we have to solve 
= +artanhz+(/ ), k {1 . . . . .  a},  
where a priori the sign can be chosen independently for each k. Note that some choices 
lead to systems of equations which cannot be solved. Let f denote the element of 
{Vl . . . . .  vd} with ones in all components. For v 6 {1,. . . ,p}, we denote by kv the 
unique element of {1 .. . . .  d} which satisfies ev = ½(5 - vk,.). By the definition of kv, 
we find the necessary conditions 
(2,e~) E {(2, b'),0}, v E {1 .. . . .  p}, 
which imply that the 2p vectors [u0le~, v C L, are the only ones which maximize ~,. 
(c) In the case h, = 0 and fl < tic, (3.6) has a unique maximum in uo = 0. 
Therefore, 2 = 0 is the unique vector maximizing ~bn. 
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In the sequel, we will use z as an abbreviation for tanh luol, as defined in the 
statement of Lemma 1.5. Note that z = z(fl, h) in the case hn -- h > 0 and z = z+(fl) 
otherwise. Let #v = artanhzev for v E Lo. We can summarize the results of the cases 
(a), (b) and (c) by noting that ~/'n attains its maximum on the set {#v : v E L0}, which 
does not depend on n. The maximal value of ~n equals 
On (#v) = - ~fln [artanh z - hn] 2 + log cosh artanh z = fcw(fln, hn), (3.8 ) 
with arbitrary v E Lo, where we used the identities 
1 and artanhz = 1 1 +z  artanh z = flnZ + hn, cosh artanh z - x/1 - z 2 ~ log 1~"  
3.3. Splitting the domain of integration 
Next, we will split the integral in (3.5) into three parts, namely the outer region 
Ur= Br v , 
where Br(x) denotes the open ball of radius r with centre x, the intermediate r gion 
VY = ~ r,R U Br(~v) U BR~'(~v) 
vELo vELo 
and the inner region 
vELo 
We will choose r > 0 sufficiently small, R > 0 large and a sequence (an)nE~ tending 
to zero. Usually, an = n -1/2 is suitable. Here we have to compensate the influence 
of the patterns ~ and need to modify the usual approach. Therefore, we will choose 
an = n -~' with an arbitrary 6' E (6,½). This choice yields the error term (9(n -~) in 
the statement of Lemma 1.5 (and consequently in Proposition 1.3). 
3.4. Estimate for the outer region 
Let z = 2(3fl + hi + y0/2). First we will show that the integral over B~(0) c does 
not contribute to the asymptotic behaviour of the integral (3.5). We only consider 
n satisfying n>~n(~), with n(~) from Lemma 2.2. Since l id + A~ > 0 for all k E 
{1 .. . .  ,d} and )-]~ka=l A~ = 0, we can apply the estimate logcosh(2,vk) _< 1(2,vk)] 
together with Schwarz's inequality, Lemma 2.2 and Eq. (2.1) to get 
d 
+  )lo cosh< , / + <  lNI, 
k=l 
because en < ½ for all n E ~. Therefore, 
~-R I1"~11 [11,~11- 2(2fin +h l  + y0/2)] ~< --I1'~11 ~n(~-) ~ 
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for all 2 E B~(0) c, which yields 
L S exp{n~n(2)} d), ~< e -n[I)'ll dJ. = ~Op e-nit p-l dt, (3.9) ~(0) c ~(0) c 
where ~Op denotes the surface area of the unit ball in ~P. For n >_ 2 (p -  l )/,, we can 
show the following estimate by integration by parts 
/ °°e-nttp-l dt<2e-nrzp 1 = C(e-n,). (3.10) 
n 
Because artanhz -- [3nZ + h, < z, we can choose r > 0 small enough to satisfy 
UC CB~(0). In the case [L01 > 1 we may as well assume that r < lartanhz which 
assures that U c is the union of disjoint balls. Let 
d m qboo(2 )=-  112--nli hnel.. 2+ Zlogcosh(2 ,  vk). 
k=l 
Then, there exists a constant Q > 0 such that on the compact set UrnB,(O) the function 
qbo~ is bounded away from its maximal value by at least 4Q, i.e. the estimate (1)oo(2)- 
q~(pv)~< -4Q holds for all 2 E UrnB,(O) and all v E L0. Because ¢ ,  ~ ¢0~ uniformly 
on the compact set B,(0), there exists an nl E ~ such that ](bn(2) - ¢~(2) [  ~<0 for 
all n>~nl and all 2 E B,(0). Therefore, for all these n and all 2 E Ur MB,(0), 
%00 - ~',(P,,) 
(q~.(2) - ~(2) )  + ((I)~()0) - ¢o~(P,,)) + (q~o~(#,,) - (I).(p,)) ~< - 20. 
Consider those n/> max{n(¢),n! } which satisfy 
1 
2e, r~<~ and ~l [~+h, ] l l y ,  ll~<5. 
Then, by Lemma 2.2, the above estimate and the identity (3.8), 
• ,(2)~< ¢, (2)  + 0 < (b,(p,.) - 0 = fcw(fl,,hn) - 0 
for all 2 E Urn B,(O), which implies 
u~ns~(o) exp{nqn(2)} d2 ~< exp{nf cw(J~n, h,) - no} Vol(B~(0)). (3.11) 
Combining (3.9)-(3.11) we get 
jueXp{nkOn(2)} d2~< 6~(e -n~) (5'(e -"°) exp{nfcw(fln,hn)}. + (3.12) 
This estimate completes our investigation of the outer region. 
3.5. Taylor expansion of ~n 
To investigate the intermediate and the inner region, we will replace tlSn by its Taylor 
expansion with remainder. For this purpose, fix v E L0 and recall that #,. maximizes 
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qbn, which implies grad ~n(P~) = 0. Convince yourself of  #~ - h.et =/3.ze~, whether 
d 2 R p (in hn depends on n or not. Furthermore, check 2 = 1 ~k=l  ( , vk)vk for 2 E case 
you need this equation) and recall the identity (3.8). With these facts in mind, the 
Taylor expansion of k~n in /~ gives 
1 2 Yn 
q~n(~)= fcw(/3n'hn)+ (zev, yn) - ~-~-nllYn]l +(7  + ~nzev,)~-- I~v) 
1 
[1 - /3 . (1  - z2)]112 - pvll 2 + Rn(~ - -  I/v), 
2/3. 
where the remainder Rn satisfies 
Ig.(2)l ~< ~--~ I (vk,,t)13 + ~ ~--~ IzX~ I (vk,,~)2 _< + ~n] v~ll,~ll 2
k=l k=l 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
3/3 
1 -/3(1 - z2)/£" (3.18) 
R~> 
and let 
Ro =R-  
for all 2 E R p, provided that n>>.n(~) (see Lemma 2.2 for an estimate on A"). 
3.6. Estimate for the intermediate r gion 
First we will state some conditions on the scaling of the inner region. Let (~n)n~ 
be a decreasing sequence which satisfies ~. ~>e. for all sufficiently large n E 
as well as lim.~o~ ~. log logn 0 and ' z p/2 1 2 : hmn_,c~(n~n) exp{-~xln[o~ n - e2]} = 0, 
where 
3fl /£2 with /£ = Y0 
/£1 - -  1 -/3(1 - z  2) fll + 2V"-fiz' 
Keep in mind that the choice . .  = n -~' with 6' E (0, 6) will suffice for our purpose. 
Consider those n>~n(~) which are large enough to fulfill ~n>>-en as well as /£1an 2 > 
(p - 2)In and 
env/-fi ~< ~fl[1 - fl(1 - z2)]. (3.15) 
Let r satisfy 
rv/-fi~< 2-~[1 - fl(1 - z2)] (3.16) 
in addition to the condition needed for the treatment of the outer region. Choose 
6/3 
1 -/3(1 -z2)/£' (3.17) 
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Fix v E Lo for the moment. By the Taylor expansion (3.13), the estimate (3.14) of the 
remainder, and the conditions (3.15) on e, and (3.16) on r, we get 
f{R~,_< ll2-#,,l[ <r} 
exp{n~n()0} d2 
1 llyoll ]} <~ exP tnLf cw(fln, hn ) + (zev, y~) - 
x ~{R~,<_l[,ql<r) eXp{--~-~fl [1- fln(1-z2)]l'2[12 
+n(~ + E%e~,2)}d2. (3.19) 
The integral on the right-hand side of (3.19) can be rewritten as 
3nfln Y~ ~ ze~ } exp{-nF~(2)}d2, (3.20) exPt2[1 - fl,(1 -z2)] ~ + R~._<II~II <r} 
where 
1 3fin Yn E"zev] 
Fn(J ')  ~- ~n [1 - fin(1 - z2)] }~ - 1 - fin(1 - z 2) [fin q- 2. 
The estimate 
Yn ~nze  v+ ~<Ec,, (3.21) 
which will be used frequently in the sequel, is a direct consequence of Corollary 2.4. 
By a change of variable, an application of this estimate and an enlargement of the 
domain of integration, we can estimate the integral in (3.20) from above by 
f{ I,;~ll ~>Ro~.} n 
exp{--~-~[1 -- ft,(1 -- z2)]ll,~ll 2 } d2 
<~°gP(-9((Ro°~n)P) { OPn -- fin(1 2 2 exp - ~ [1 - z 2 )]Roa n }, (3.22) 
where we used the estimate 
fro ~ t2 0 .2 t 2 exp{-~--az}tP-ldt<_ t~_(p-_2)0.ztPexp{-2-P~}, (3.23, 
which can be achieved similarly to the estimate (3.10) for all 0.2 > 0 and all to > 0 
such that to 2- (p - 2)a 2 > 0. Note that 
n 1 
- - z  )]Roa n >_ 2 nc~n 6~n[ fin(1 2 2 2 E1 2 
by the definition (3.18) of R0. With the help of (3.19), (3.20), and (3.22) and another 
application of the estimate (3.21), we get the following bound for the integral over the 
intermediate r gion: 
2 1 
exp{n~n(J.)} d2 ~< exp{n[fcw(fln, hn)-  lly.l12] } • exp{n(zev, Yn)} 
~R vELo 
× (p(0f)exp{-2n[~2 n -c2.]}. (3.24, 
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3. 7. Estimate for the inner region 
Choose again R according to (3.17) and n>~n(~) large enough to satisfy c~n _> c, as 
well as s:]~ 2 > (p -  2)/n and 
1 1 + (32 ) 
Note that for ll21l < Ran the remainder in the Taylor expansion (3.13) satisfies IR,(2)I ~< 
~,ll2l[ 2. Similarly to the calculations (3.19) and (3.20), for fixed v 6 L0, we can 
estimate the integral 
~ll~-u,41 exp{nqdn(2)} d2 (3.26) 
<Ran} 
from above (resp. below) by 
<ze   llynllq} 
-~n E'ze~ 2 f nil, 1 y, xexp~, ~- a- f ln(1-zZ)qzZf l ,~,  + 
x f exp{-nG~(2)} d~,, (3.27) 
d~ BR~,, ( 0 ) 
where 
GNU(2) = 1 -/3,(1 - z 2) :F 213,(t, 
2fin 
fin [ Yn + ~nze~] 
1 - -  f in (1  - -  Z 2) ::F 2fl,~, Lfl-~, 2. 
× 2 I 
The integral in (3.27) equals 
(2~")~/~[1-  ~n(1 z ~ T 2~n~.] -~/~ - - -2 - :  - )
--fBc exp { 2/J,--~[1 --fin(1 --z 2) q: 2fln~n][12ll2}d2, (3.28) 
where B denotes the ball of radius Rein with centre 
fin Yn ~nzev] 
-1 -  f t . (1 -z2 lT2 f l ,~ . [~ + " 
An application of the estimate (3.21) together with Condition (3.17) on R and Con- 
dition (3.25) on ~, shows that the domain B c of integration in the integral (3.28) is 
contained in B2R~,/3(O) c. Therefore, another application of the estimate (3.23) yields 
that the integral in (3.28) is bounded above by 
C(oeP) exp{--nOe2n~--~2fl[1--fl(1--z2)]}. 
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By Condition (3.17) on R, we get 
R 2 4 2 
n~2 ~-fi[1 - ]7(1 - z2)] _> 
Returning to (3.27) as an upper (resp. lower) bound for the integral (3.26), we find 
that 
w exp{nffJ,(2)} d)o 
is bounded above (resp. below) by 
exp{n[fcw(fln, hn)- 1 2 ~",n" ]} 
xZexp{ n~n2 1- f ln (1 -z2)T1  2~n~n "~ +Nnzev 2+n(zev, yn)} 
vELo 
2r~fln p/2 4 2 x [ (--~-) [l-fl.(l-z2)q:2fl.~.]-pl2+c(~P)exp{-7~,n,.}]. (3.29) 
This estimate finishes our investigation of the inner region. 
3.8. Conclusion 
Now it remains to put the pieces together, namely the formulae (3.4), (3.5), (3.12), 
(3.24), and (3.29). Thereby, we get 
iexp{'[  
: [1- ~.(1-z')]-"iaexp{n[i~w(~.,,.)- 777 ilY.ll' ']} 
f n[3, 1 Yn ~nzev 2 n(ze,, y,) } 
xZexp~,  ~- l _ ]~, ( l _z  2) fin + + 
vCLo 
, m~n~.~ ox,{-~n~.~ .2n~} "['+~Cex.~ " ~ }) +~I~":)"21 
+ <,~..,o.,o.,o + ./~,,.'.)"/exp{-K,n.:}]. ~3.3o) 
where we used the estimate (3.21), Condition (3.25) on ~,, and the estimate 
exp{C(ne, e2n)} = 1 + (9(e, loglogn). 
Choosing c~, = n -~' with 6' E (&, 1) in (3.30) proves the lemma. [] 
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